Rights of Light

About Us
Architecture

Clerk of Works

Health + Safety Consultancy

BIM + Digital Transformation

Development Monitoring

Land + Partnerships

Building Surveying

Employer’s Agent

Lift Consultancy

Civil + Structural Engineering

Expert Witness

Mechanical + Electrical Engineering

calfordseaden is an award-winning multi-disciplinary consultancy with a
trading history of 80 years. Our mission has remained the same since our
inception: to be the trusted provider of high quality professional services.
We provide our clients with a truly multidisciplined professional consultancy
service which includes architecture, BIM,
building surveying, civil and structural
engineering, clerk of works, employer’s
agent, health and safety, mechanical
and electrical engineering, party wall
and neighbourly matters advice, project
management, quantity surveying, rights
of light and sustainability services.
Quality and innovation are the backbone
of our services. Our integrated

Project Management
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calfordseaden Services

Quantity Surveying

Rights of Light + Party Wall

management system incorporates ISO
9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001. Our
PAS 1192 BIM Level 2 accreditation
and experience in modern methods of
construction place us at the forefront of
industry advances.
calfordseaden is national in reach and
local in service. We aim to build lasting
relationships with every client we work
with, and the breadth of our office
locations enable us to provide a seamless
coverage of services across the UK.

Sustainability

calfordseaden.com
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Rights of Light
Our dedicated rights of light team work with clients to provide advice in
relation to daylight, sunlight, overshadowing and rights of light matters.
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Durand Estate, London

We work with developers, local authorities
and private clients on projects ranging
from small private developments through
to major regeneration schemes, providing
expert advice on daylight, sunlight and
overshadowing amenity from the outset of
a project through to supporting planning
applications as well as advice on all
aspects of legal rights to light including
strategy, advice, reports and insurance.

strategic advice to enable developers to
design the best schemes for development
sites whilst navigating through often
challenging Right to Light restrictions.

With our expert knowledge and using the
latest software, we can pinpoint potential
problems quickly and provide fast,

Our teams deliver dynamic and
bespoke solutions that maximise the
development potential of a site.

Throughout the design development
stages of a project, we also work closely
with the architects devising design
solutions that seek to reduce Rights
of Light risks wherever possible.

calfordseaden.com
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Our Service
Our reputation is built on providing a
professional, reliable and personal service
to our clients. We pride ourselves on our
flexible response to projects and ability to
develop innovative, high-quality solutions.
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Anglia Square, Norwich

Specialisms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial appraisal and indicative analysis
(technical and legal)
Survey based technical analysis
Full technical analysis
Strategic reporting
Negotiations
Agreement of Heads of Terms
Expert witness
Scheme cutbacks or enhancements
Maximum building envelopes

calfordseaden.com
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Our Experience
Our experienced Rights of Light team
works with developers, local authorities
and private clients on projects across
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Kingston Prison Portsmouth

the sector, ranging from small private
developments through to major
regeneration schemes.

Anglia Square Regeneration

Bourn Hall Clinic Healthcare

Our team was instructed by Weston Homes
to carry out a daylight and sunlight analysis
of this urban regeneration scheme, in
accordance with the recommendations
contained in BR209 and BS 8206-2.

This state-of-the-art purpose-built full
service fertility centre was designed to the
highest specification. calfordseaden carried
out a rights of light assessment of the
impact on the surrounding properties.

calfordseaden.com
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Bourn Hall, Cambridgeshire

Kingston Prison Residential

Sebastian Court Residential

This scheme has converted the former HM
Kingston Prison building and gatehouse into
83 new residential apartments, ranging from
one to three bedrooms.

We were instructed to carry out a daylight
and sunlight and rights of light analysis
on this scheme which will provide 90 high
quality and affordable homes.

Durand Estate Regeneration

The Boxing Academy Education

This multi-phased development involved the
decant and demolition of around 300 local
authority properties and development of 260
market sale homes and 214 affordable homes.

calfordseaden submitted accommodation
designs to the London Borough of Hackney
that will allow the school to expand to an intake
of 72 students.
calfordseaden.com
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Our Contacts

Our Locations
Peter Spence
Associate

calfordseaden is national in reach and local
in service. We pride ourselves on our ability
to build long lasting relationships with

our clients. Our six offices across the UK
enables us to provide seamless coverage to
all our clients.

Peter is a specialist in both rights of light and daylight/sunlight advice. He
has a wealth of experience acting for developers and adjoining owners
with duties including client facing, 3D modelling and analysis and
providing written advice to clients. Peter has been working in the rights
of light field since 2005.
E pspence@calfordseaden.com

Richard Grove
Equity Member
BSc FRICS
Richard is an Equity Partner and Senior Building Surveyor with over 20
years’ experience. He has extensive experience in defect analysis and has
undertaken a wide range of Building Surveys of both high end residential
as well as commercial and industrial properties. In addition he has acted
as Expert Witness on a wide variety of legal cases.
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London
Birmingham
Cambridge
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Essex
Kent
Hampshire
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E rgrove@calfordseaden.com
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calfordseaden Services

calfordseaden.com
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Get in Touch
01689 888222 | calfordseaden.com

